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Abstract
Systems within IoT domains such as ITS, Smart City, Smart Grid and other, often rely 
on real-time information and communication. These types of systems often include geo-
graphically distributed nodes which are connected via cellular or other wireless networks. 
This means great variability and uncertainty in network connection performance, effec-
tively increasing the expected minimum system response time. Having information about 
network connection performance means that it is possible to predict the performance of 
the system in terms of sensor access delay or application response time. We obtain the 
performance information, in terms of signal strength and transport layer round trip time, 
using crowd sourcing and consumer devices which causes the measurements to be hetero-
geneously distributed. From these measurements we want to create a network performance 
map but in areas with sparse measurements the reliability of the map values will be low. To 
solve this problem we include neighboring measurements and evaluate the impact of doing 
so. We show that generally there is a benefit from including neighboring measurements, 
and that transport layer round trip times are less sensitive to bias when increasing the size 
of the extended area to include measurements from.
Keywords Crowd-sourcing · Cellular network performance · Sparse measurements
1 Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) is rapidly being developed and starting to being deployed. More 
and more IoT devices, systems and services are emerging [8]. IoT systems rely on infor-
mation, and especially information about the world they operate in, such as temperature, 
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air quality, number of users, device state and other. This information can both be used as 
historical or live information, i.e. from a database with previous values or directly from the 
sensor as the source of the information. In both cases it is often not enough just to have the 
information, but also awareness of the quality of the information is needed. One measure 
of quality could be freshness of the information, or knowledge of what freshness to expect 
from future updates of the information, i.e. prediction based on historical information.
To be able to predict the freshness of information it is necessary to obtain measurements 
of end-to-end network delay, which can be obtained cost effectively using crowd sourcing. 
From the measurements we will create a map of network performance, which represents 
the geo-dependent cellular network performance by the mean value of different perfor-
mance metrics; in this paper, we use transport-layer round-trip times and signal strength. 
In [3] it is shown how a network performance map can be created and used for optimiz-
ing TCP based data transfer. To create the map we will divide the geographical area into 
cells (not to be confused with radio cells) in which we will aggregate the measurements 
in the mean value. There are cells with only few measurements where the mean estimator 
is showing a high variance, so it is not ’trustworthy’ for further prediction use. In order to 
reduce the variability, this paper investigates an approach to include neighboring measure-
ments. This increases the number of measurements and therefore reduces variability, but 
on the other hand may introduce bias, as these are sampled from different locations. This 
trade-off is analyzed in this paper.
To understand the problem we first have to look at what measurements we include in the 
map, how we obtain them, and what they will be used for.
In an end-to-end connection in a IoT system between a sensor and an application on 
a user device, there are at least two wireless links; the sensor connection, and the con-
nection of the user device running the application. In the connection between sensor and 
application there will also be several wired links, but we assume that the wireless links will 
by far have the greatest impact on the end-to-end connection performance. The wireless 
connection of the sensor is typically achieved by using low-power technologies [9], as sen-
sors often are fixed in location and only need to transmit low amounts of data. The wire-
less connection of the user device will typically be a cellular connection to achieve high 
mobility and ubiquitous high speed network coverage, but also to support a wide range of 
usages. We choose to focus on obtaining information about how the cellular wireless link 
influences the end-to-end connection performance. Subsequent we will denote this as the 
connection performance.
To get information about the actual connection performance we will apply an active 
measurement methodology, meaning we will generate measurement traffic and not just 
utilize already present traffic. Generally there are two approaches that connection perfor-
mance can be acquired in; dedicated measurements or crowd sourcing. When applying 
dedicated measurements a very accurate picture is obtained of exactly what is measured, 
but the measurements can be costly in terms of time and measurement equipment [7]. 
From the crowd sourcing measurements more unknowns are included in the results which 
must be handled in post processing [1], while the costs of performing the measurements 
are low [2]. In this work we use crowd sourcing to measure the connection performance 
from the end user devices, realized using the NetMap system [6].
The measurements are influenced from factors such as signal disturbances and inter-
ferences, network load, device load, different device and antenna characteristics, different 
networks and network technologies, etc., all of which cause measurement values to vary. 
This has been explored and documented in works such as [12] that shows that movement 
highly influences the measured connection performance, while [5] studies the impact of 
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cellular connections content access in general. Furthermore, [10] show that signal strength 
and higher layer metrics not necessarily are highly correlated, underlining the need for 
measurement of both type of metrics. The varying measurement distribution is due to the 
layout of roads and buildings, and how users move and where they spend more or less time. 
This means that one area can have many measurements, and the immediately neighboring 
area can have few or no measurements. This is investigate in [11] where a bandwidth map 
is created from measurements performed only while driving on roads. Furthermore, [4] 
evaluate the influence of the hidden state of the network, i.e. other factors than location, on 
network performance is evaluated.
In this work we focus on how to handle the varying measurement density, by evaluating 
the mean value and the impact on the mean when enhancing sparse measurement cells with 
measurements from neighboring cells.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows; in Sect. 2 the measurement method and 
the measurements are introduced. Section 3 describes the approach we apply for evaluation 
of the measurements and presents the evaluation results. Section 4 concludes on the results 
and gives and outlook to future work.
2  Crowd‑Sourced Network Performance Measurements
We will base our evaluation on two measurement sets, one obtained in an urban area, 
and one in a rural area. In this section we first describe the measurements and how they 
are obtained, followed by a description of the processing approach and evaluation of the 
results.
As mentioned in the introduction we have decided to focus on the performance of the 
cellular connection, because typically this is the link with the highest influence on the end 
to end connection performance as seen from the user perspective. The measurements will 
be performed by consumer smartphones using the crowd sourcing measurement system 
NetMap.
2.1  Measurement Collection Software and Metrics
The measurements were collected using the NetMap system [6] on Android devices, and 
are all performed using a 3G connection. NetMap is a system developed for performing 
crowd based network performance measurements. Users install an app that periodically 
performs measurements of various QoS metrics on the cellular data connection, and auto-
matically submits the results to the back end, along with a wide range of additional context 
information about the device at the time of measurement.
For our purpose the QoS metrics we measure are packet round-trip time (RTT) and 
signal strength. The measurement system distinguishes between the RTT of TCP packets 
and of UDP packets. Both times are measured while actively exchanging data between the 
mobile device and a measurement server. The signal strength values are the result of a 
passive measurement that does not include sending any data, but are measured while the 
connection is active measuring RTT. Consequently each individual sample contains either 
a TCP RTT or a UDP RTT value along with a signal strength value, a timestamp, and lon-
gitude and latitude of the location.
RTT is recorded as the time it takes to send a data packet from the client to a server 
and to send a data packet from the server to the client, where the server replies as fast a 
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possible. This is done with 20 request/reply sequences both for TCP and UDP. For TCP, 
the connection is initialized before the measurement starts. For both TCP and UDP the cli-
ent waits for the reply to the previous request to arrive before sending the next request, and 
the size of the data is 20 bytes.
As soon as the sampling process has been started in the NetMap app, measurements 
are done periodically until the process is manually stopped. The schedule of measure-
ments is configured such that in each round first TCP RTT is measured together with signal 
strength, and then, after a delay of 2 s, measurements of UDP RTT and signal strength are 
performed. The process then remains idle for a uniform random time of 0–10 s before the 
next round starts.
2.2  Measurement Setting
We collected measurements in two different settings: rural and urban. In the urban setting 
we collected measurements in an area confined to a few streets with a mix of residential 
buildings and shops, while walking in a normal pace. The measurements were performed 
using 2 similar devices (LG G4c (LG-H525N) and LG G3 (LG-D855)), both connected to 
the same network, using 3G UMTS 2100 MHz as connection technology.
In the rural setting we collected measurements on a 13km stretch of road going through 
a rural area. The measurements were collected both while driving and walking. The meas-
urements were performed using 2 identical devices (Motorola Nexus 6), both connected to 
the same network, using 3G UMTS 900 and 2100 MHz as connection technology. In both 
scenarios the measurements were collected during several days, but only between 8 in the 
morning and 8 in the evening.
2.3  Measurements
Table 1 lists the amount of measurements collected in the two settings.
In Figs.  1 and  2 it can be seen where the measurements were collected in the two 
scenarios.
In Figs. 3 and 4 the measurement value distributions of measurements from the two set-
tings can be seen.
3  Evaluation of Measurements
In this section we describe how we create a cellular network performance map and how we 
employ a simple interpolation approach to handle sparse measurement cells. Furthermore, 
we describe our approach to evaluate the impact on the map values when interpolating 
measurements to sparse measurement cells.
Table 1  Number of 
measurements per type and per 
setting
Measurement type Rural Urban
TCP RTT 1586 475
UDP RTT 1580 477
Signal Strength 3166 952
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3.1  Measurement Processing Approach
Here we describe how we generate a network performance map, and from that high-
light the problem we investigate. We will refer to the area where we have measure-
ments within as the full geographical area. The full geographical area is divided into 
square non-overlapping cells (not to be confused with radio cells), and from the meas-
urements within each cell we calculate the sample mean and a confidence interval of 
the sample mean. The chosen size of the cells, and thereby the resolution of the map, 
will depend on requirements of the use case of the map, which we will not specify fur-
ther, but we will evaluate cell sizes between 20m and 65m. Depending on the cell size 
and measurement density, we will have cells with statistically sufficient measurements 
and cells with less. We select 30 measurements as a minimum to ensure a good statisti-
cal basis for the sample mean. In cells with fewer than 30 measurements we interpolate 
neighboring measurements by including them in the sample mean calculation. Adding 
more measurements will reduce the variance of the mean estimator, but on the other 
hand may add bias as the additional measurements may be subject to different environ-
ment influences than the measurements in the initial cell. We will analyze this impact 
in the following.
Fig. 1  Locations of urban measurements map on Google Maps
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Fig. 2  Locations of rural measurements on Google Maps
Fig. 3  Measurement distributions of full urban dataset
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3.2  Impact Evaluation Approach
Here we describe how we evaluate the impact of including neighboring measurements 
when having a sparse measurement cell. The goal is to evaluate the impact as a function 
of the distance to the included measurements. We assume a given cell size, which however 
may vary depending on the performance map and the application using it. Practically we 
will evaluate the impact at different cell sizes.
We start with selecting a cell as the initial cell containing a minimum of 30 measure-
ments. We denote the measurements within the initial cell as m
S
 . We calculate the sample 
mean of measurements in this cell and denote this as the ground truth (GT). Furthermore, 
we calculate the 95% confidence interval of the GT ( CI
GT
 ) based on the measurements. 
CI
GT
 will be the basis of the further evaluation. In our evaluation we will for simplicity 
define cells as circles, where the radius of the circle is D. We will evaluate cells with diam-
eter between 20m and 65m.
To simulate a cell with sparse measurements we sample m
S
 to get n=20 subsets, S
n
 (see 
Fig. 5). Each of these subsets will contain 5 measurements randomly selected from m
S
 . We 
calculate the mean of each of these subsets, which we will call 
n
.
We now start to include neighbor measurements in the subsets from outside the ini-
tial cell. We do this by extending the initial cell by defining a radius R, where R ≥ D and 
include the measurements placed outside the initial cell with radius D, and inside the 
extended cell with radius R. We call this set m
R
 . We include measurements by combining 
the full m
R
 with each of S
n
 subsets, which gives us new subsets Ŝ
n
 . For each of the new sub-
sets we calculate the mean ?̂?
n
.
Now we evaluate for each ?̂?
n
 if it is similar to GT, by checking if it is within CI
GT
 . If 
inside we give it the indicator value of 1 and 0 if outside. By averaging the indicator values 
over all subsets we get the average similarity as a value between 0 and 1. We repeat this for 
several values of R giving the similarity between the enhanced subset means ?̂?
n
 and GT.
Fig. 4  Measurement distributions of full rural dataset
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Following are listed the relevant parameters for the evaluation:
• D: Initial cell radius. In the range of 20m to 65m
• R: Extended cell radius to include further measurements within. In the range of D to 
180m (300m for rural)
• Measurement types evaluated: TCP RTT, UDP RTT, and Signal Strength
• n: n = 20 subset samples from the initial cell
• Subset sample size: 5 randomly selected measurements as a subset of m
S
Example of initial cell with sparse measurements: In Fig. 6 we see an example of the 
processing of UDP RTT measurements from urban setting in an initial cell for D=20m, 
where R is in the range of 20m to 180m. In the left plot we see the individual measurement 
values from the initial cell ( m
S
 ). In the right plot we see the evolution of the subset means 
( ?̂?
n
 ) from R=20m up to R=180m. At R=20m no measurements outside the initial cell are 
included in the subsets while as R increases more and more measurements are included in 
the subsets from the extended cell. As R increases and we include more and more meas-
urements ( m
R
 ) in the subsets, and in effect the means become less and less spread out. In 
this example we have relatively high spread in the measurements in the initial cell, which 
leads to spread in subset means for low R. We can see that for low R some of the means 
are inside CI
GT
 , and some are outside. In this initial cell from *R = 75 m onwards for the 
investigated range until R=180m the subset means happen to all stay within CI
GT
 , but for 
another initial cell it could happen that they are outside CI
GT
.
3.3  Impact Evaluation
Now we will analyze the impact of including neighboring measurements in sparsely pop-
ulated measurement cells. We do this based on the output of our evaluation approach, 
described in previous section. Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 show the evaluation output. 
We have evaluated results for all integer values of D between D = 20 m and D = 65 m, but 
to make the plots easier to read we only show results from a subset of D values. The con-
clusions do however still hold as the graphs evolve gradually from low to high D values. 
Note the graphs shows the similarity indicator averaged over several initial cell.
Fig. 5  Representation of sam-
pling approach
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3.3.1  Rural and Urban Signal Strength Evaluation
In Figures 7 and 8 we see the similarity between GT mean and the means of sparse meas-
urements sets, when including measurements from m
R
 for Signal Strength measured in 
rural and urban settings. For both measurements in the rural and urban setting we see the 
similarity graphs increase when we include neighboring measurements. For rural setting 
the graphs rise to a maximum value between 75 and 85%, and around R = 165 m they 
start decreasing again. For urban setting the graphs rise quickly to between 50 and 80%, 
and starts to decrease immediately after the initial increase. This drop continues to around 
R = 140m after which the graphs evens out. Besides the decrease behavior after the initial 
increase another difference between measurements from rural and urban setting is the max 
similarity values that the graphs rise to initially. For urban setting the max level seem to be 
dependent on the D value and starting similarity.
3.3.2  Signal Strength Measurements Impact Considerations
From the Signal Strength measurements there is a clear indication of the initial benefit 
when including neighboring measurements in sparse measurement sets. But as we increase 
the size of the cell where we include measurements from the similarity decreases, with the 
Fig. 6  Example of an initial cell in urban setting with D=20m, and the processing of UDP RTT measure-
ments
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Fig. 7  Subset means similarity to GT of Signal Strength measurements in rural setting
Fig. 8  Subset means similarity to GT of Signal Strength measurements in urban setting
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Fig. 9  Subset means similarity to GT of TCP RTT measurements in urban setting
Fig. 10  Subset means similarity to GT of UDP RTT measurements in urban setting
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Fig. 11  Subset means similarity to GT of TCP RTT measurements in rural setting
Fig. 12  Subset means similarity to GT of UDP RTT measurements in rural setting
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decrease being faster for urban setting than for rural. This indicates that the wireless sig-
nals change much faster in urban setting than in rural setting. This makes sense as in urban 
setting there are more obstacles to signal propagation, i.e. turning around a corner of a 
building will give you a significantly different signal path. So the maximum distance from 
which we should include neighboring measurements depends on the area type.
3.3.3  Urban TCP and UDP RTT Evaluation
In Figures 9 and 10 we see the similarity between GT mean and the means of sparse meas-
urements sets when including neighboring measurements, for both TCP and UDP RTT 
measured in the urban setting. We see that for both TCP and UDP the similarity increases 
as soon as we start including neighboring measurements from m
R
 . For TCP RTT the maxi-
mum similarity values are between 75 and 85% while for UDP RTT the maximum values 
are between 60 and 75%. Furthermore, the similarity graph for the smallest value of D for 
UDP RTT experience a drop after the initial increase before rising to the maximum value.
3.3.4  Rural TCP and UDP RTT Evaluation
In Figures  11 and 12 we see the similarity between GT mean and the means of sparse 
measurements sets when including neighboring measurements, for both TCP and UDP 
RTT measured in the rural setting. Again here for both TCP and UDP RTT the similar-
ity graphs increase as soon as measurements are included from m
R
 . For TCP RTT the 
maximum similarity for small values of D is at 100%, while for bigger values of D the 
maximum similarity values are around 80%. For UDP RTT the maximum similarity for 
small values of D is also at 100%, while for bigger values of D the maximum similarity is 
between 90 and 95%. Again here for D = 20 m, as it was the case for UDP RTT in urban 
setting, the similarity shows an initial drop, before rising to 100%.
3.3.5  TCP and UDP RTT Measurements Impact Considerations
For UDP and TCP RTT there is also a clear benefit of including neighboring measure-
ments in sparse measurement sets. But what is different here from the Signal Strength 
measurements is that the benefit does not seem to disappear when including measurements 
from further and further away, or at least not within the distance in the available data. This 
means that if we obtain statistically sufficient measurements by including measurements 
within the first 20–40m outside the initial cell, then there is no additional benefit in similar-
ity by looking further away, or at least not within 180 m and 300 m for urban and rural set-
ting respectively. This is because for large R the measurements will always introduce bias 
as it will pull the mean in the limit to the mean value over the whole space.
In both rural and urban setting for TCP RTT the maximum similarity is around 80%, 
with an exception of small initial cell size for rural setting, which evens out at 100%. For 
UDP RTT in rural setting the maximum similarity value is higher than for urban setting. 
These observations for TCP and UDP RTT can be explained by looking at the distribution 
plots of the urban and rural setting measurements in Figs. 3 and 4. For rural setting the 
TCP and UDP RTT both have more narrow distributions than for urban setting measure-
ments, why the maximum similarities are higher for rural than for urban setting. Further-
more, the TCP RTT distributions for urban and rural settings are more similar than the 
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UDP RTT distributions, why the similarity graphs look more alike for TCP RTT than for 
UDP RTT.
3.4  Recommended Size of R
Based on the evaluation in the previous paragraphs we can now make some recommen-
dations of how far away from the sparsely measurement populated cell, or initial cell, to 
include measurements from.
For Signal Strength measurements in urban setting we can recommend to only go 20–40 
m outside the cell as after that the benefit is reduced. In rural setting the distance is greater 
going up to around 100m outside the cell, as further away we see a small decrease in the 
benefit.
For TCP and UDP RTT measurements the recommendation is not as strict because we 
do not see a decrease in similarity values within the range of distance values that we inves-
tigated in the experiments. We would advice to not increase the cell further when statisti-
cally sufficient measurements have been obtained due to the introduction of bias.
4  Conclusion
In the previous sections we evaluated the impact on the mean estimate from cells with 
sparse measurements when including neighboring measurements, by comparing to GT 
mean of the cell. We did this by evaluating the similarity between means of subsets with 
GT mean. Increase in the similarity indicates that subset means are improved on average, 
i.e. more of the subset means are inside CI
GT
 . Generally when including neighboring meas-
urements the similarity increases. This seem true for both Signal Strength and TCP and 
UDP RTT, and both in rural and urban settings. But limits to the distance to the included 
measurements vary depending on measurement metric and setting.
From this we can conclude that we can enrich the sparse measurement sets without 
compromising the accuracy of the mean estimate. For RTT, which is a transport layer per-
formance metric, there seems not to be any significant impact of including neighboring 
measurements up to 180 m or 300 m for urban and rural setting respectively. For Signal 
Strength however, there seems to be a limit to how far away we can include measurements 
from, where the measurement setting is the defining factor.
Outlook In this paper we focused on the distance outside the initial cell, while not con-
sidering the size of the initial cell. This is however also an interesting topic to explore, as 
different use cases will have different requirements to map resolution. So we would like to 
investigate if it makes sense to make small cells in the map, or if there is a minimum limit.
In this paper we looked at the cell by cell impact of including neighboring measure-
ments, but looking further ahead we would like to investigate the impact on a network per-
formance map. This could be in terms of impact on detail level and coverage level.
Furthermore, we would also like to look at the actual use case of the network perfor-
mance map, i.e. using it to attach quality metrics to transfered information in IoT.
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